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ccleaner is a very versatile and capable system
cleaner that is suitable for windows 7 and windows xp
users, os x users, as well as linux users. as a result,

you can easily feel the difference in the speed of your
computer and how much disk space it frees up. one of
the things we liked the most about ccleaner was that it

is truly versatile, given that it is not merely a disk
cleaner. in particular, it also gives you the opportunity
to clean your system registry, delete unused files and
folders, and clean temporary files, programs, recent

documents, and more. alternativeto is a search engine
that helps users find alternative to alternative
programs, web sites, and software. it searches

throughout the internet and come up with different
lists that may include alternative software programs,

as well as programs that are available for free.
features: in-depth search features quick start; upput is

an image masking program that offers a solution to
picture transparency and image recovery. it works on
windows systems only and provides a very simple way
to mask transparency without having to resort to other
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image editing tools that only offer limited results.
cons: can only offer limited results limited image types

the program supports many popular image types,
including tiff, jpeg, and gif. moreover, the software can
handle file uploads via ftp, dropbox, or imap. last but

not the least, it allows you to get a status of folders as
well as files, as well as download them if required.

pros: user-friendly interface cons: small tasks limited
features
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